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PURTREK

In 2016 while leading a 21-mile backpack trip, Kyle

Stringham, inventor/designer of PURTREK had an

epiphany while dreading the task of needing to filter

gallons of water for his scout troop. Shortly after that

backcountry adventure, Kyle began designing what is

now PURTREK, the first ever trek pole with a built-in

water filtration system. 

After almost five years conducting extensive research,

creating and refining design to manufacturing and

finally granted a series of patents, PURTREK was

officially launched and ready for the outdoor

community.  

PURTREK,  A  CATEGORY  CREATOR  

PURTREK is revolutionary! As first of its kind, this

outdoor product is the best combination of a hiking/trek

pole with a built-in pump style water filtration system

that provides easy access to hydrate instantly.

Gone are the days of carrying a separate water filter and

cumbersome filtration gear. Now you can lighten your

pack and enjoy the benefits hydrating without the extra

weight.

Being outside and exploring the backcountry has

become increasingly popular and staying hydrated

during outdoor excursions is essential. We require

substantial amounts of water (minimum of two

liters/day). 

Unfortunately, water sources are often impacted by

contamination from livestock or wild animals, or poor

sanitation in developing countries. Additionally, water is

heavy and quickly adds weight to your pack. It’s a

common conundrum – how much water should I carry?

Will I have enough or carry too much? 
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HOW  IT  ALL  STARTED



STRONG  + LIGHTWEIGHT  

PURTREK poles are constructed of 7075

aircraft aluminum which is known for its light

weight. PURTREK’s telescope design is

durable coupled with a series of seals, valves

and O-rings that guarantees clean drinking

water.

Because PURTREK has a built-in water

filtration system, it weighs a mere 19 ounces.

This is astonishingly light. Especially, when

there is a water filter available in the palm of

your hand. 

FILTRATION  SYSTEM  

PURTREK’s main filtration is a high quality

Hollow Fiber filter. The same proven

technology used by the largest and most

successful brands on the market today. The

Hollow Fiber filter removes 99.999% of

waterborne bacteria, including E. coli and

salmonella, and 99.99% waterborne

protozoa, including giardia and

cryptosporidium. The filter has the ability to

also remove possible micro-plastics.

Utilizing a two-stage filter system with a large

particulate pre-filter located at the lower filter

inlet, PURTREK delivers almost 2x more water

per pump than its competitors, PurTrek filters

easily up to 2,000 liters per filter.  



PURTREK poles are constructed of 7075 aircraft

aluminum which is known for its light weight.

PURTREK’s telescope design is durable coupled with a

series of seals, valves and O-rings that guarantees

clean drinking water.

Because PURTREK has a built-in water filtration system,

it weighs a mere 19 ounces. This is astonishingly light.

Especially, when there is a water filter available in the

palm of your hand. 

QUICK  LOCK  & EXTENDABLE  

PURTREK’s special foam molded grips provide comfort

and wicks away sweat. The extended EVA foam grip

offers relief for a quick transition on changing terrain.

And, the poles include carbide tip with rubber tip to

prevent any potential damage while on the trail as well

as adjustable wrist straps.  

 

SUPREME  COMFORT-  FOAM  GRIPS

PATENT  PENDING

PURTREK is the first trek pole water filtration system in

the world. We are patent pending internationally in 24

countries and will continue to expand in other

countries. 
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